
A) TRUE OR FALSE

1.  Frankenstein studied natural philosophy at university.    T    F

2.  Frankenstein’s progress at university was very slow.    T    F

3.  Frankenstein discovered animating the lifeless matter.    T    F

4.  Frankenstein worked two years to give life to a dead body.   T    F

5.  When Frankenstein created his creature, he was pleased with his work.  T    F

6.  Henry Clerval was interested in natural philosophy as well.   T    F

7.  Frankenstein wanted to kill the monster he created to avange the death     
of William and Justine.        T    F

8.  The monster didn’t know that the boy was Frankenstein’s brother when     
he killed him.         T    F

9.  The monster asked Frankenstein to create a very beautiful woman for him. T    F

10.  Captain R. Walton killed the monster.      T    F

B) CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER

1.  Captain R. Walton began a long and difficult voyage to the North Pole _________________.

A) to find a passage to the Pacific Ocean 
B) to visit his sister
C) to find the coldest point of the world
D) to help his friend Frankenstein

2.  When Captain Walton and the seamen saw a sledge on the ice they were very surprised because 
_________________.

A) they were one hundred miles away from the nearest land
B) the sledge was drawn by dogs
C) a carriage was fixed to the sledge
D) a gigantic figure was guiding the sledge

3.  Frankenstein spent his childhood ____________________.

A) in very bad conditions  B) in good conditions
C) with his poor mother  D) as the only child of a rich family

4.  Elizabeth Levanza was Frankenstein’s ____________.

A) mother    B) sister
C) step-sister   D) cousin
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5.  Henry Clerval was Frankenstein’s ____________________.

A) childhood friend   B) cousin
C) tutor at university  D) doctor

6.  Frankenstein discovered __________________________.

A) the reason of the natural decay of the human body
B) animating the lifeless matter
C) the progress of the natural decay
D) how to stop the natural decay of the human body

7.  The court condemned Felix, Agatha and their father for a long exile from France as ____________.

A) Felix refused to marry the merchant’s daughter
B) Felix helped the merchant to escape from the prison
C) De Lacey hadn’t paid his debt to the merchant
D) Felix wanted to marry a mouslim girl

8.  ________________ was the monster’s first victim.

A) Captain Walton  B) William
C) Justine    D) Elizabeth

9.  The monster easily found his way to Geneva because_______________________.

A) Geneva was close to the hovel he was hiding in
B) he knew geography very well
C) he followed Frankenstein
D) he had been there before

10.  It took the monster ___________ to get to Geneva.

A) two hours   B) two days
C) two weeks   D) two months

C) ANSWER THE QUESTIONS

1. Why did Captain Walton go on a distant expedition to the North Pole?
He went on a distant expedition to the North Pole to find a passage to the Pacific Ocean.

2. What did Captain Walton and the seamen see in the distance when the mist disappeared?
They saw a gigantic figure guiding a sledge drawn by dogs.

3. How did Frankenstein’s mother die?
She died because of scarlet fever.

4. Who was Henry Clerval?
He was Frankenstein’s childhood friend.
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5. What did Frankenstein discover in his first year at university?
He discovered that the animation was possible.

6. How did the monster learn how to read?
He learnt how to read from the book which Felix gave to Safie.

7. Why did Frankenstein start to study some oriental languages?
Because Henry Clerval was studying oriental languages and Frankenstein had lost his interest in 
Natural philosophy so he studied oriental languages as well.

8. Who informed Frankenstein about his brother William’s death?
Frankenstein’s father informed him about his brother William’s death.

9. How did the monster learn how he was created in detail?
He learnt it from the papers he found in the pocket of the trousers which he had taken from 
Frankenstein’s laboratory. 

10. Who was Safie?
She was the daughter of the Arabian merchant whom Felix helped to escape from the prison.

11. Why was the monster afraid of introducing himself to the dwellers of the house he was hiding in?
Because he knew that his appearance would scare them.

12. Why wasn’t Felix’s father afraid of the monster when the monster talked to him?
Because he was blind so he didn’t know what he looked like.

13. What did Agatha and Safie do when they saw the monster in the house?
Agatha fainted and Safie ran out of the house.

14. Why did the monster declare war to the mankind?
Because nobody loved him and everybody treated him badly because of his appearance.

15. Why did the family of De Lacey leave their house?
They didn’t want to meet the monster again.

16. What did the monster do when he saw that De Lacey’s family left the house?
First he destroyed the garden and the harvest then he burnt the house and then ran to the forest.

17. Who was the monster’s first victim?
William Frankenstein was his first victim.

18. Did the monster know that the boy who entered his hiding place was Frankenstein’s brother?
First he didn’t know, but the boy, to save himself, said that his father was Judge Alphonse 
Frankenstein.

19. Did Frankenstein accept to create a woman for the monster?
First he accepted but later he changed his mind as he didn’t want to put the whole of mankind in 
danger. 

20. Why did the monster decide to kill Elizabeth at her wedding?
Because Frankenstein broke his promise and didn’t create a woman for the monster.


